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TOP DOCS AND DENTISTS
Dr. Jim Wright has always been fascinated by science… It was a
way to escape an impoverished boyhood in inner city Chicago. In
those days, the only way kids got out of his neighborhood was
through sports scholarships. Thanks to his love of science, he rose
from a tough vocational high school to enrollment invitations from
Georgetown, University of the Pacific, Northwestern University,
Loyola, etc. This was a dream come true for an inner city kid.
Post dental school, he continued to study and earned accreditation
from two international academies. Jim had the great fortune to
study one-on-one with and be mentored by the incomparable
genius, Dr. Hal Huggins, an extraordinary dentist, brilliant scientist,
researcher and author. He developed protocols for safe removal
of old (silver mercury) amalgam fillings, protecting the patient,
dentist and dental assistants. He also pioneered revolutionary
surgical procedures.
During his life, Dr. Huggins selected Dr. Wright as one the few dentists
he trusted for his own dental care. Dr. Huggins once told Dr. Wright,
“I’m not here just because I like you son, it’s because I respect you. You
are one of the top 1% of Dentists in the world.” Dr. Wright was beyond
touched and replied, “Thank you Sir” as he wiped his eyes.
Dr. Wright’s holistic knowledge and artistry bring patients from
many states and countries. Famous musicians, entertainers and
artists seek out Dr. Wright because of his reputation, and word of
mouth recommendations. The transformations he has performed
are featured on magazine covers the world over… You would never
know it because he achieves such a natural look on his patients.
But it’s not all celebrities and the famous for Dr. Wright… He often
works late nights with those truly in need, changing lives, one
patient at a time.
Dr. Wright’s patients are smart people who do their research and
want the very best. He fondly calls them Google Doctors. He
happily answers their questions and sometimes learns from them.
Typically they are Whole Foods Market and Trader Joe’s shoppers,
who understand the benefits of organic foods and avoid toxins,
chemicals, pesticides, heavy metals, GMO’s and BPA’s… People
who do their research and make healthy choices for themselves
and their children. His patients want a dentist who is committed
to the best quality and understands the impact of dental health
on the whole body, as opposed to a doctor who allows insurance
companies to dictate treatment and downgrade materials. Dr.
Wright has championed safe removal of mercury fillings for over
20 years.
This is who Dr. Jim Wright really is... A down to earth, sincere, humble,
holistic guy who cares. MV
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